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Abstract ---This paper introduces a single method that
ensures the Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability and
Authentication of the message to be transmitted. Message is
encrypted by the latest symmetric encryption standard called
AES (Advanced Encryption Standard). A new method for
calculating MAC (Message Authentication Code) based on the
shared secret key used in AES, is proposed that proves the
message integrity and authentication. The proposed method
consists of very simple steps, therefore would have lesser
overhead and low complexity, as compared to the standard
algorithms of calculating MAC. So this method can be used to
achieve all the main goals of Cryptography by a single mean.
Index Terms --- Authentication, Confidentiality, Encryption,
Integrity, MAC.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In today’s Information age, reliance on the Internet
become the need for exchanging information of all kinds.
Information travelling on the Internet is accessible to all so
its security is one of the foremost concerns of the digital
world.
A. Cryptography
It is an art and science of secret writing. The message to
be transmitted (called as plaintext) is first converted into an
unintelligible form (called as ciphertext) by the means of
cryptographic methods and then it is transmitted on the
computer networks. The receiver got the ciphertext and
converted it into the plaintext by the means of same
cryptographic methods in the reverse manner [1].This way
the only sender and receiver can read the original message
and no one can intercept it on the way while transmission.

B. Concept Of MAC (Message Authentication Code)
MAC is a keyed hash function. They take the variable
length message as input and produce the fixed size hash for
all messages of different lengths [2]. It is used to verify the
integrity and authentication of the message. The security of
hash functions is determined by the size of hash they
produced. The best known attack against these functions, the
“birthday attack”, can find a pair of messages having a same
hash value with a work factor of 2n/2 approximately.
C. Goals of Cryptography
The main goals of cryptography are [1, 2]:
Confidentiality: The message could be read only by the
intended recipients, this is the first goal of cryptography.
Integrity: The message should reach the intended receiver
exactly same as the sender sends, no alteration could be
done during the transit.
Authentication: It proves that the sender is the original
sender means an eavesdropper could not pose himself as the
sender.
Availability: All the 3 goals are the requirement of secure
digital communication but the process of achieving these
goals should not hinder the performance of the applications.
Thus, it means these processes should have overhead (in
terms of speed and memory) as low as possible.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the related studies. The new method is described
in the Section 3. Section 4 discusses the complexity analysis
of the proposed method. Finally, conclusion and future work
is given in the Section 5.
II.
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RELATED STUDY

Many combined methods have been introduced to achieve
one or the other goals of cryptography like:
A new combined encryption and lossless compression
algorithm for the encryption of large images is proposed in
[3]. The crypto-compression scheme used in the new
method is based on a cascade of Radon projection [4] which
enables fast encryption of a large amount of digital data. The
proposed method also takes advantage of the Mojette
transform [5] properties that can easily be included in
distributed storage architecture.
A new algorithm is proposed that provides security
against chosen - plaintext [6]. The basic idea behind the new
method is to use the original message itself as a timevarying key. Thus, in contrast to the traditional key
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algorithms, one of the keys in the algorithm presented
depends on the message itself. Two encryption matrices are
generated by means of Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) [7, 8], using a portion of the message. And then one
of the key is calculated.
These new techniques work on speed v/s security tradeoff
of the encryption algorithms. The present work introduces a
new method that may achieve all the goals (Confidentiality,
Integrity, Authentication, Availability) of cryptography by
satisfying the speed v/s security tradeoff.
III.

PROPOSED METHOD [CMCIAA]

AES is a Non-Feistel symmetric cipher. It encrypts 128
bit block size with 128/192/256 bit key for 10/12/14 rounds.
The complete specification of AES encryption scheme is
given in [9, 10, 11].
The proposed method uses AES for encryption. As, AES
is a symmetric cipher, the sender and receiver have to share
the secret key ‘K’ of 128 bit prior to the communication.

B. At Receiver Side
1. Receiver got EK (M) and HK (M) as Cipher text and Hash
of the original message M.
2. Receiver first decrypts the message with the shared key
‘K’ and deduce plaintext P = D K (M).
3. After decryption he got the date and time at which the
sender did the encryption, at the end of the message.
4. Then the same steps 4 to 8 (of sender side) are followed
to calculate the H’ K (M) at the receiver side.
5. Verify H K (M) = H’ K (M). If they are same, it proves the
integrity of the message means the message is not altered on
the way. And receiver got the same message as the sender
sends.
C. Flowchart of Proposed Method

A. At Sender Side
1. The plaintext message ‘M’ is divided into 128 bit blocks
P1, P2, P3……Pn. Padding of 0’s or 1’s should be done to
make the plaintext as an exact multiple of 128.
2. The current date and time in 128 bit format is appended
as the last block of plaintext (Pn+1).
3. The plaintext blocks P1, P2, P3…….Pn, Pn+1 are
encrypted by AES using 128 bit key ‘K’ and converted in to
C1,C2,C3…..Cn, Cn+1.
4. 128 bit P1 is divided in to four 32bit words W1, W2, W3
and W4.
5. a. W1 * T mod 232 results in W1’.
b. W2 * D mod 232 results in W2’.
c. W3 * RotShift 24 (W4) mod 232 results in W3’.
d. W4 * RotShift 24 (W3) mod 232 results in W4’.
W1 is multiplied by current time (T) mod 232, W2 is
multiplied by current date (D) mod 232, W3 is multiplied by
RotShift 24(W4) mod 232 and W4 is multiplied by
RotShift 24(W3) mod 232.
Where RotShift 24(W) mod 232 = RotateRight ‘W’ by
24bits ⊕ LeftShift ‘W’ by 24 bits.
6. Calculate W1’ ⊞ W3’= V1 mod 232 and W2’ ⊞ W4’ =
V2 mod 232.
7. H (P1) = V1⊞ V2 ⊞ K [first 32 bits] mod 232.
8. Similarly, H(P2), H(P3)……H(Pn) of 32 bit each is
calculated . So H K (M) = H(P1), H(P2), H(P3)……H(Pn).
9. The sender sends, HK (M) ∥E K (M), Hash, HK (M) and
Ciphertext, C= EK (M) = C1, C2, C3…… Cn+1 to the
receiver.
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Fig 1: Flowchart of Proposed Method
Here E: Encryption Algorithm AES -128
K: 128bit shared secret key between sender and receiver.
H: Proposed MAC algorithm.
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D. Flowchart of proposed MAC Algorithm

Fig 2: Flowchart of Proposed MAC algorithm
Here D and T: Date and Time at which encryption is done.
Similarly, H(P2), H(P3)….H(Pn) are calculated and Hk(M) = H(P1) + H(P2)+ H(P3)+….+H(Pn).

IV.

COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED
ALGORITHM

AES is a block cipher and it encrypts the same block size
every time so its computational complexity is constant. The
cryptographic complexity analysis of encryption algorithms
is done on the concept that how much effort is required to
break the algorithm as algorithms are public their security
lies in the secret key. So complexity of an encryption
algorithm is based on their key size like AES has
complexity of 2128, as its key size is 128 bits.
Similarly, cryptographic complexity analysis of Hash
algorithms is based on the size of the output they produced.
The hash produced by CMCIAA, is always 1/4th of the
length of the original message. It is in contrast with the
standard MAC algorithms as they always produce the hash
of fixed length, does not matter what is the length of the
original messages. So, cryptographic complexity analysis of
CMCIAA is based on the size of the message for which it is
producing hash. Longer the message, more secure the hash
produced. Moreover, users have to share the single secret
key for encryption and authentication both.
The proposed method uses random data (date and time)
while producing MAC of the given message. This feature
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can make it more resistant to collision attacks and pre-image
attacks.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The proposed method may be used to achieve all the main
goals of cryptography by a single mean. CMCIAA consists
of very simple steps with no rounds as compared to the
standard hash and MAC algorithms. It would definitely have
low overhead, so the objective of availability would be
achieved. Encryption is done with the latest secure
encryption standard AES, so Confidentiality is assured.
CMCIAA produces hash of the message by using shared
secret key, it is a keyed hash algorithm, so integrity and
authentication goals are also achieved.
The proposed method will be implemented and its speed
v/s security analysis will be done by performing various
experiments in the next paper.
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